Bug #203
net/http sends wrong content-length
06/27/2008 10:31 PM - Anonymous

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: aamine (Minero Aoki)
Target version: ruby -v:

Description
=begin
String#size returns count of chars, not count of bytes.

It is necessary to use bytesize method.

=end

Index: lib/net/http.rb
===================================================================
--- lib/net/http.rb     (revision 17614)
+++ lib/net/http.rb     (working copy)
@@ -1643,7 +1643,7 @@
private
  def send_request_with_body(sock, ver, path, body)
  
  ● self.content_length = body.length
  ● self.content_length = body.bytesize
  delete 'Transfer-Encoding'
  supply_default_content_type
  write_header sock, ver,
  path =end

Associated revisions
Revision 00b129c4e41bf017e0f0e3b43ba684f3fa303f7e - 08/12/2008 06:32 AM - aamine (Minero Aoki)

  ● lib/net/http.rb (send_request_with_body): Content-Length should be byte length of string. (closes #203)

  git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/trunk@18518 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98f8-823fe69b080e

Revision 00b129c4 - 08/12/2008 06:32 AM - aamine (Minero Aoki)

  ● lib/net/http.rb (send_request_with_body): Content-Length should be byte length of string. (closes #203)

  git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/trunk@18518 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98f8-823fe69b080e

Revision 18518 - 08/12/2008 06:32 AM - aamine (Minero Aoki)

  ● lib/net/http.rb (send_request_with_body): Content-Length should be byte length of string. (closes #203)

Revision 18518 - 08/12/2008 06:32 AM - aamine (Minero Aoki)

  ● lib/net/http.rb (send_request_with_body): Content-Length should be byte length of string. (closes #203)

Revision 18518 - 08/12/2008 06:32 AM - aamine (Minero Aoki)

  ● lib/net/http.rb (send_request_with_body): Content-Length should be byte length of string. (closes #203)

Revision 18518 - 08/12/2008 06:32 AM - aamine (Minero Aoki)

  ● lib/net/http.rb (send_request_with_body): Content-Length should be byte length of string. (closes #203)

Revision 18518 - 08/12/2008 06:32 AM - aamine (Minero Aoki)

  ● lib/net/http.rb (send_request_with_body): Content-Length should be byte length of string. (closes #203)
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lib/net/http.rb (send_request_with_body): Content-Length should be byte length of string. (closes #203)

Revision 18518 - 08/12/2008 06:32 AM - aamine (Minero Aoki)

lib/net/http.rb (send_request_with_body): Content-Length should be byte length of string. (closes #203)

Revision 47315 - 08/29/2014 09:02 PM - tenderlove

- ext/psych/lib/psych/visitors/to_ruby.rb: quoted "<<" strings should not be treated as merge keys.
- ext/psych/lib/psych/visitors/yaml_tree.rb: hashes with keys containing "<<" should roundtrip.
- test/psych/test_merge_keys.rb: test for change. Fixes GH #203

Revision 47315 - 08/29/2014 09:02 PM - tenderlovenmaking (Aaron Patterson)

- ext/psych/lib/psych/visitors/to_ruby.rb: quoted "<<" strings should not be treated as merge keys.
- ext/psych/lib/psych/visitors/yaml_tree.rb: hashes with keys containing "<<" should roundtrip.
- test/psych/test_merge_keys.rb: test for change. Fixes GH #203

Revision 47315 - 08/29/2014 09:02 PM - tenderlove

- ext/psych/lib/psych/visitors/to_ruby.rb: quoted "<<" strings should not be treated as merge keys.
- ext/psych/lib/psych/visitors/yaml_tree.rb: hashes with keys containing "<<" should roundtrip.
- test/psych/test_merge_keys.rb: test for change. Fixes GH #203

Revision 47315 - 08/29/2014 09:02 PM - tenderlove

- ext/psych/lib/psych/visitors/to_ruby.rb: quoted "<<" strings should not be treated as merge keys.
- ext/psych/lib/psych/visitors/yaml_tree.rb: hashes with keys containing "<<" should roundtrip.
- test/psych/test_merge_keys.rb: test for change. Fixes GH #203

Revision 47315 - 08/29/2014 09:02 PM - tenderlove

- ext/psych/lib/psych/visitors/to_ruby.rb: quoted "<<" strings should not be treated as merge keys.
- ext/psych/lib/psych/visitors/yaml_tree.rb: hashes with keys containing "<<" should roundtrip.
- test/psych/test_merge_keys.rb: test for change. Fixes GH #203

Revision 47315 - 08/29/2014 09:02 PM - tenderlove

- ext/psych/lib/psych/visitors/to_ruby.rb: quoted "<<" strings should not be treated as merge keys.
- ext/psych/lib/psych/visitors/yaml_tree.rb: hashes with keys containing "<<" should roundtrip.
- test/psych/test_merge_keys.rb: test for change. Fixes GH #203

Revision 62433 - 02/16/2018 02:45 PM - k0kubun (Takashi Kokubun)

mjict: fix deadlock on class serial increment

This is reported by @hasimo. Fixing a case like this:

```c
#1   0x00007fc7bd824bdf in __GIpthread_mutex_lock (mutex=mutex@entry=0x55946d294440 ) at ../nptl/pthread_mutex_lock.c:80
#2   0x000055946cec5ab9 in rb_native_mutex_lock (lock=lock@entry=0x55946d294440 ) at thread_pthread.c:211
#3   0x000055946cde10ca in CRITICAL_SECTION_START (msg=0x55946cbf5423 "mjit_gc_start_hook", level=4) at mjit.c:392
#4 mjit gc_start_hook () at mjit.c:412
#5 0x000055946cda0dfe in gc_enter (event=0x55946cbaa91e "gc_rest", objspace=0x55946da51760) at gc.c:6623
#6 gc_rest (objspace=objspace@entry=0x55946da51760) at gc.c:6515
#7 0x000055946cd91f1c in gc_rest (objspace=0x55946da51760) at gc.c:7841
#8 0x000055946cda0dfe in gc_enter (event=0x55946cbaa91e "gc_rest", objspace=0x55946da51760) at gc.c:6623
#9 0x000055946cda170d in objspace_malloc_increase (objspace=objspace@entry=0x55946da51760, new_size=, old_size=old_size@entry=0, type=type@entry=MEMOP_TYPE_MALLOC, mem=0x7fc7a4439010) at gc.c:7842
#10 0x000055946cda170d in objspace_malloc_increase (objspace=0x55946da51760) at gc.c:7841
#11 0x000055946cda3620 in ruby_xmalloc0 (size=3145728) at gc.c:8006
#12 ruby_xmalloc0 (size=3145728) at gc.c:8015
#13 0x000055946ce934c8 in st_init_table_with_size (type=0x55946da28da30 , size=) at st.c:602
#14 0x000055946ce92427 in rebuild_table (tab=tab@entry=0x55946db6690) at st.c:777
#15 0x000055946c9637f in rebuild_table_if_necessary (tab=0x55946db6690) at st.c:1139
#16 0x000055946c9637f in st_add_direct_with_hash (hash=857703585096733536, value=20, key=808451, tab=0x55946db6690) at st.c:1207
#17 0x000055946c9637f in st_add_direct_with_hash (hash=857703585096733536, value=20, key=808451, tab=0x55946db6690) at st.c:1207
#18 0x000055946c9637f in st_add_direct_with_hash (hash=857703585096733536, value=20, key=808451, tab=0x55946db6690) at st.c:1207
```
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This is reported by @hasimo. Fixing a case like this:

Revision 62433 - 02/16/2018 02:45 PM - k0kubun (Takashi Kokubun)

mitj.c: fix deadlock on class serial increment
History

#1 - 08/12/2008 02:25 PM - ko1 (Koichi Sasada)
  - Assignee set to aamine (Minero Aoki)

=begin
=end

#2 - 08/12/2008 03:37 PM - aamine (Minero Aoki)
  - Status changed from Open to Closed
  - % Done changed from 0 to 100

=begin
  Applied in changeset r18518.
=end